During the last decade, the use of parallel and distributed systems has become more popular. Dividing data is one of the challenges in this type of systems. Divisible Load Theory (DLT) is one of the most popular method for scheduling data distribution in parallel or distributed systems. Many researches were carried out in this field and most of them were assumed that all processors are dedicated for parallel or distributed systems. Unfortunately, it is not always true in real systems. Although Nondedicated processors were investigated in some studies, unreliable or non-dedicated link connections have not been addressed extensively as well. In this research, assuming that we have four static parameters for processors in a non-dedicated system: (1) probability of disconnection in network links, (2) required time for repairing disconnection, (3) probability of loading a local task, and (4) required time for doing local tasks. Then, we present a closed-form formula for scheduling tasks in this type of systems. Experiment results show that the proposed method for non-dedicated system has better performance than applying the proposed method for dedicated system.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been considerable specific attention given to solving large computation problems by using distributed computing systems. Methodologies, such as Markovian Queuing Theory, Circuit Theory and Divisible Load Theory (DLT) have been presented for this purpose. DLT is based on a specific type of data known as Divisible Load Data. Arbitrarily divisible data are a large amount of data which can be arbitrarily divided into desirable independent parts as each part can be processed separately from the others. Many scientific and engineering applications have this kind of characteristic [5] .
Two types of systems are investigated in DLT research, dedicated and non-dedicated systems. In a dedicated system, all resources (such as processors, network links and buffers) are used specially for doing assigned tasks by the schedulers. At this time, the resources did not do any other works.
In most of the articles, the authors assumed that the studied system is dedicated but real systems are usually not dedicated. Therefore, this research has been done to investigate a non-dedicated heterogeneous system (non- dedicated links and non-dedicated processors) which includes overhead in communication and computation. A closed-form formula is proposed to schedule jobs in this type of system. The rest of this paper is organized as detailed below. Section 2 presents related studies. Used model and notations are introduced in the third section. In section 4 the proposed method for scheduling jobs in a non-dedicated heterogeneous environment with communication and computation overheads. A blocking mode communication is also presented. Section 5 includes their experiments results. In the last section, the conclusion is obtainable. 
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Finish time is defined as the difference between the instant at which the i P stops computing and the time that the root starts to send data.
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This is the time of processing all the data so it is defined as
where the number of processors is n .
Related Works
Many closed-form formulas for homogeneous and heterogeneous systems, with different conditions, have been proposed [2] , [4] . A closed-form formula for blocking mode communication in a dedicated heterogenous system which includes communication and computation overheads, was obtained and then adopted the formulation to solve for non-dedicated system.
Many researchers are investigated job scheduling in non-dedicated systems, specifically for only non-dedicated processors [3] . In this research, Loc et al. tried to predict the computing power of a worker, that is, the fraction of the original CPU power that can be used to the assigned chunk to the processor. They proposed a two-phase strategy for this purpose. Two-phase prediction strategy collects situation of system in real time and uses current state of system for predicting system's status for the next step. It means that their strategy should be applied on a multiinstallment system which lets them collect system status at the end of each installment. For non-dedicated memory system is aslo investigated in [1] .
Closed-form Formula for a Non-Dedicated System

Preliminaries
In this paper, several notations are used for simplicity during the discussion. The notations and their definitions are shown in Table 1 . The client-server model is used for network topology, while all processors are connected to the root processor. Effect of probability and stop time on real running time.
For disconnection of network links and local task, we have two probabilities and two required times which are waste time in the working system. It is clear that if we want a resource to work for x unit of time (useful time), we need more time than x . In this section, we will answer the question "How much is the required time (in average) for having x useful unit of time?" Let j p be the probability that a resource fails at j second (assuming that time is discrete), and t be the failure duration. Let ) ( x T be the "average time" needed to complete a job that needs x seconds of machine work. Suppose we are at time j and need machine to be active for x seconds. If machine does not fail at second j (with probability j p 1 ), then we need 1) ( 1 x T seconds. If it fails at j (with probability j p ), then we need to wait t seconds and also need another ) ( x T seconds to complete the job. Therefore we have,
Main Formula
Two important parameters for scheduling based on DLT is the size of each assigned fraction to each processor, and response time. In this section, we will present a closed-form formula for calculating chunk size (fraction size) for each processor in a non-dedicated heterogeneous environment with blocking mode communication including overhead in communication and computation. Figure 1 shows the time diagram for a dedicated system with blocking mode communication. We have
This is the required time for transferring and processing 1 in a dedicated system but in our system, because it is a non-dedicated system, operational running time is larger than this one. With reference to Eq. (1), we rewite Eq. (2) and its become With Eq. (7) , we can easily schedule a task in a non-dedicated heterogeneous environment with blocking mode communication including communication and computation overheads.
Processors' Ordering Method
Before using Eq. (7), we should order all the processors. In a dedicated system, it was shown that the decreasing order of the link speeds is the best [4] . In this research work, we use the same method as proposed by Mingsheng [4] where by the method is required a minimum communication time for the first processor. Adopted the Mingsheng's method with some modification on the measurement of the communication time for processor n P and thus leads to n n link n comm z n T = ) (
Experiments
The proposed method is based on two probability parameters. Therefore, in order to have a good estimation of its performance, we should have an average of response times. Hence, we repeated each experiment ten times and calculated the average of response times. Four different methods were run for the four different sizes of jobs (50, 100, 150, and 200). Each of these methods is a combination of two scheduling methods (the proposed method and the proposed method for dedicated system) with two different sortings. The results of these experiments can be seen in Figure 2 . It is clear that a combination of the proposed method with proposed sorting is the best.
Conclusion
In this research, we investigated a non-dedicated system and presented a closed-form formula for scheduling jobs in this type of systems by using DLT. The proposed method with sorting processors is dependent on system properties; so that the proposed method with sorting processors in a non-dedicated system. Our experiment results show that a combination of the proposed method for non-dedicated system has better performance than applying the proposed method for dedicated system.
